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Left-right-symmetric gauge models suggested previously to describe all interactions of elementary particles
within a single unified framework are further shown to have the desirable property that maximal parity
violation in low-energy weak processes arises purely as a result of spontaneous breakdown of the local gauge

symmetry. We also discuss the question of dynamical origin of parity violation.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has recently been suggested' ' that the ob-
served V-A structure of weak interactions may
only be a low-energy phenomenon which ought to
disappear when one reaches energies of the order
of 10' GeV. In such a picture, all interactions
above these energies are supposed to be parity
conserving and describable by a single gauge
coupling constant g (where g'/4zz - n }.A left-right-
symmetric model has been devised" within the
framework of unified gauge theories, which not
only exhibits the above properties, but also pro-
vides a natural basis for the CP-violating inter-
actions' observed in K decays. An outstanding
feature of this model is the close link between the
magnitude of Cp violation and the departure from
exact left-right symmetry observed in nature.
(For the first time, we seem to have a model for
CP violation where its magnitude is not entirely
arbitrary. )

A renormalizable gauge model based on the
gauge group SU(2)z x SU(2)sx SU(4'} has been con-
structed which translates these ideas into a real-
istic model of weak and electromagnetic interac-
tions. The unification of the left and right gauge
couplings in this model was achieved by demanding
that the entire Lagrangian except for Higgs-boson
mass terms be invariant under a discrete symme-
try' that transforms SU(2}z to SU(2)z. The re-
quirement that y.z'w iz~' (izz ~ represents the
Higgs-boson masses) served two purposes: (a)
It guaranteed that the right-handed gauge bosons
are heavier than the left-handed gauge bosons, as
required by the nonobservation of the right-handed
current interactions at present energies; (b) Sec-
ondly, since the mass terms are of dimension 2,
the equality of the bare gauge couplings gl" =g&"
implies that infinite renormalizations to these
couplings are the same, thus giving gz"" =g~""'

+finite, computable terms. Parity violation, how-
ever, is not spontaneous, since, prior to sponta-
neous breakdown, one did have a left-right asym-
metry (though a mild one} due to izz'c ized'. There-

fore, a calculation in the symmetric vacuum limit
would exhibit this asymmetry in the form of a mild
parity violation (of order izz'i)zs'=M~ '/Mv ').

In the present article we would like to report
that it is possible to obtain genuine spontaneous
breakdown of left-right discrete symmetry (i.e.,

without requiring from the beginning that izz e tz R}
in the class of theories described in Refs. 1 and
2. The distinguishing feature in this case is that
when we pass to the symmetric vacuum limit,
there does not remain any trace of parity violation
in this theory. This could, in principle, be tested
by subjecting weak interactions to acute environ-
mental conditions (such as high magnetic fields
or high intensity laser fields), where one attains
the symmetric vacuum limit. We further study
the question of parity violation arising as a quan-
tum effect in the sense of Coleman and Weinberg4 '
for the simple case of U(1)z x U(1)R and find that
there exists a range of values of the Higgs boson
couplings, where this is possible.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II
we study the Higgs sector for a simple model to
demonstrate these ideas; in Sec. III we construct
the potential for the realistic model choosing the
gauge group to be SU(2)z x SU(2)s x U(1); in Sec. IV

we discuss the question of dynamical breakdown
of parity using a simple U(1}z x U(1)~ model. Sec-
tion IV summarizes the results and gives a com-
parison with another model of spontaneous viola-
tion suggested by Fayet. '

II. THE SU{2), X SU|2) ~X U(1) GAUGE GROUP AND

A SIMPLE MODEL FOR
SPONTANEOUS PARITY VIOLATION

In this section we will illustrate our idea with a
simple example. We choose the gauge group for
unifying weak and electromagnetic interactions as
SU(2)z x SU(2)~x U(1) for this purpose. Strong in-
teractions can be included either using the "color"
SU(2') degree of freedom, or using the SU(4')
group unifying baryons and leptons. ' The fermion
sector' and the corresponding weak phenomenology
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and XL —XR under the discrete symmetry. We note
that the most general potential (constructed out of

XL and Xa) consistent with renormalizability,
gauge invariance, and discrete left-right symme-
try is the following:

V(XL» Xa) = V(XLiXL-+Xaxa}

+»[(XLXL }'+(XaXa}']

+&,(XLXL)(xaxa) (2)

We would like to demonstrate that for a range
of the parameters p, ', X„and X2 me can choose
(XL) =0 and (Xa) = („}.(We call this the asymmet-
ric solution. } The equations for the minima. are
aV/axL ——0 and BV/Bxa =0:

( )L +2-~»XLXL +&axaxa)XL =0»f

( i + 2X »XRXR +%XiXL )XR

(2')

The only constraint that must be satisfied by the
parameters is

—P.2+ 2A. ,UR2 = 0,

which yields

for such models has previously been extensively
studied in Refs. 1 and 2. So we will focus our at-
', ention here on the Higgs sector. We take two
Higgs multiplets XL and Xa, where XL =—(&, 0, 1) and

Xa =-(0, -'„ I). We note that the charge formula
(which exhibits the left-right symmetry explicitly)
in such a theory is

~3L +~3R+2~'

So me have

t
XL,R

XL,a =

XL,R

easy to show that XR and ImXR remain massless
and ReXR becomes massive with mass 2p, '. For

&0, we find that X, &2k., and the same con-
XL

straint also guarantees that V;„corresponding
to the asymmetric solution is less than one cor-
responding to the symmetric solution of Eq. (2).

We conclude, therefore, that for the range of
parameters p. '&0 and A. 2& 2X1 the lowest-energy
solution of the Hamiltonian violates parity. This
gives us a model with spontaneous parity violation
because prior to spontaneous breaking L—R sym-
metry demands gL =gR, and therefore there is no

parity violation in any physical matrix element,
even though me are marking with left- and right-
handed gauge groups. This model is, of course,
not realistic, since here the SU(2)L x U(1) local
symmetry remains completely unbroken and

therefore left-handed interactions are long range.
However, in a realistic model, the only unbroken
local symmetry we ean tolerate will be U(1) and

further, the SU(2)a —local symmetry must be
broken more strongly than the SU(2)L —local sym-
metry. Moreover, to include CP violation, some
of the vacuum expectation values must have a non-
zero phase. We discuss these questions in the
next section.

III. A REALISTK MGDEL

In this section we construct the classical Higgs
potential for a realistic model of weak interaction
based on the gauge group SU(2)L x SU(2)ax U(1).
For the present, me mill ignore the question of CP vio-
lation. The CP problem can be treated without much
effort by doubling the o(-,', -'„0) multiplet described
below. We choose the following Higgs multiplets:

xL = (k, o, 1),

Xa = (0, —,', 1),

o-=(k, k, 0) -=4„

The first obvious requirement is therefore that pP & 0
and ~, & 0. Nom, me mould like to show that it is in-
deed a minimum, i.e., the matrices 'aV&/XLaxL
and 9 V/Bxaexa are positive-semidefinite. It is

The most general potential consistent with renor-
malizability and gauge and discrete symmetry is

(o»XL»XR) —-P (XLXL+Xaxa) — g Iu»(4& 4g)+"»[(XLXL} +(Xaxa) ]+4(XLXL)(XRxa)
i, /=1, 2

+ g C,», Tr(Q, p&@~ Q, ) + g d, », Tr(@, Q&}Tr(p~ Q, }++e;&(XLXL +Xaxa)Tr(p; p&}
i, g,k ~ l =1, 2 i,J,k, l1, 2 i,j

+ 2 AAXLA)4'&XL+Xak 4&Xa]+H e.
i e]=F2

(5)
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The minimum conditions can be easily written
down and again we find by explicit calculation, as
in the previous section, that for domain of param-
eters

and

p, , )0, p&& )0,

X,) 2X,

(6)

we have a minimum of the potential as follows:

01 I'0 (a oq
(Xr&=

~
(Xs&=

~

(U (0 b)

where U& satisfies the relation

—

err�'

+ 2g Usr + 2 (e» + e, )(a~ + b~) + 2ab (e, +e,)

+ 2f»a~+2f„b~+2ab(f, + f~, ) =0. (6)

We first notice that Eq. ('l) reduces the local
symmetry from SU(2)r, x SU(2)e x U(1) to U(1) leaving
only the photon massless. The right-handed gauge
mesons can be made massive by choosing

2 2)) p, ]g

This guarantees that U&»a, b. This satisfies the
only phenomenological constraint on our model,
namely, that the right-handed current interactions
be suppressed. In fact, in terms of the symmetry-
breaking parameters, we find that

(10)

m~„=0,

g
( ~+b~) g +2gmv„4 a +

me =-. (g +g )Ve +,g (a +b)
4' +g

IV. DYNAMICAL BREAKDOWN OF PARITY

In this section we ask ourselves the question as
to whether the spontaneous breakdown of parity
discussed in the present paper could arise as a
higher-order effect in the sense of Coleman and

Weinberg. 4 To simplify discussions, we look at
the U(1)r, x U(I)rr gauge group and take only two

multiplets yr and (pe with respective U(1)r x U(1)e
quantum numbers as (1, 0) and (0, 1). Following
Coleman and Weinberg, ' we find that the effective
potential in the one-loop approximation is given
by

m t'=-'g'(U '+a'+b'),

mvt'= &g'(a'+b'}.

As has been remarked before, ' the mixing between

8'I. and 8'& is proportional to ab and ean be made
arbitrarily small by choosing b«a. We further
find that the masses of the eigenstates in the neu-
tral gauge boson sector are

3 ~

V(@r„err) =~,[(trrirr)'+(Pk 9 rr)']+Ira(r(rr*. lr)(9 8'e) +64,a (&PrA)' » M, 6

4 P

64m' M
(12)

where we have assumed that A. ,-g' and we have
worked in the Landau gauge. ' It is then easy to
check that for the range of the renormalized cou-
plings X, & Sg'(64m' the minimum of the potential
corresponds to (yr& =0 and (ys& =VR', where V„
satisfies the following equation:

V~' 25 1 64m'
ln M2 6 2 3' 1'

We have checked that this minimum is lower than

the stationary point' corresponding to (qr&'
=(cps&'=V'. In fact, this later point is not a mini-
mum but corresponds to a saddle point in the yL,
y& plane. This procedure can be easily extended
to the realistic case of SU(2)r, x SU(2)ex U(1).

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

To summarize, we have succeeded in demon-
strating that the left-right-symmetric gauge mod-
el advocated in Refs. 1 and 2 has the additional
attractive feature that parity violation may arise

as a result of spontaneous breakdown of local
symmetry which in turn may have dynamical ori-
gin. All the features of the model outlined in

Refs. 1 and 2 remain unaffected. Furthermore,
if it turns out that the SU(2)r, 8 SU(2)e 8 U(1) 8 SU(3')
or SU(2)r, 8 SU(2)e8 SU(4') model we are consid-
ering is itself a part of a larger unified group
like the SU(4)r, 8 SU(4)„8 SU(4')r 8 SU(4')e group,
or the SU(16}r8 SU(16)e group, the techniques of
the present paper may be used to unify the vari-
ous a Priori unrelated gauge couplings. In the
first case, one may impose L,—R as well as "va-
lency" —"color" discrete symmetry to begin with

for the purpose of unifying the coupling constants
(imposing just L—R symmetry achieves the pur-
pose in the second case). Thus, all distinctions
between left- and right-handed sectors as well as
that between "valency" and "color" sector could
arise purely as a result of spontaneous breakdown
of the local symmetry along the lines advocated
in the present paper. An important result of this
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paper (apart from presenting a realistic model
with spontaneous parity violation} is that it takes
one more step in the direction of reducing the
number of arbitrary parameters of unified gauge
theories (more precisely, instead of having two
mass parameters p, L and p. R, the techniques of
the present paper enable us to fulfill the require-
ments of weak phenomenology with only one pa-
rameter, i.e. , p~ =p, ~}.

Lastly, we would like to compare our model
with the only other model' in literature where
spontaneous breakdown of parity occurs. The mod-
el of Ref. 6 does not have left-right symmetry and
is therefore less elegant in our opinion. Secondly,
extra neutral heavy leptons are crucial to Ref. 6
and the neutrino is necessarily massless. In our

model, ' the neutrino is not massless; however,
its mass could be arbitrarily small. %'e, of
course, do not need any extra leptons and work
within the very elegant 4x 4 quark-lepton struc-
ture. ' Another important difference between Ref.
6 and our model lies in the hadron sector. In Ref.
6, one requires six quarks and more importantly,
the n and A. quarks must remain massless. This
implies that SU(3} symmetry and therefore
U(3)z, x U(3)R symmetry must be exact. This is in
conflict with our knowledge of the hadronic world.
In our model, the quarks get their masses through
their Yukawa couplings to o", therefore, their
masses are arbitrary and there is no conflict with
observed broken symmetries of the hadron spec-
trum.
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